Awakening Your African Soul
With Victoria More and Ruth Underwood

Cape Town & Mpumalanga, South Africa

September 26– October 11, 2017
“Once you have walked upon Mother Africa,
your life will never be the same.”

Towards the end of my first visit to South Africa 17 years ago, there was a,
moment when I became ecstatically aware of this profound truth.
As I felt the sandy earth crunching beneath my feet, the wind gently caressing my
skin, the blazing sun dappled by the luxuriant foliage above, and heard the sound
of the nearby river rushing by, I knew that I was being completely held in and by a
full sensory experience of vibrant connectivity that I had never before touched in
this life. I knew in that moment that my life had been radically and permanently
altered. Mother Africa had worked her magic on this overly sensitive, mystically
inclined and dedicated spiritual aspirant. She invited me to come down from my
refuge in the transcendent and to live the vast mystery of full embodiment. I
gratefully accepted her invitation and ended up purchasing property on African
soil, half a world away to begin my life anew.
And indeed, life has never been the same.
It is my great pleasure to offer this opportunity to those who feel this call of the wild.
Meeting Mother Africa’s ancient, earthy presence will touch your soul deeply and
permanently. As the cradle for humanity’s evolution, she creates life-changing
transformation for all who receive her into their hearts.
I am pleased to extend this invitation in concert with my dear friend, Ruth
Underwood. Ruth has lived all her life in Africa and has an intuitive and mystical
understanding of the places, people, flora and fauna that we will encounter that is
a direct result of her passion for her homeland and her innate empathic gifts.
Co-facilitating this journey with her insight and guidance is a true blessing.

The South African bushveld is an extraordinary place, unique in the
world; where the virgin bush is so vast and untamed that there are
more animals than people. In this energy there are very few thought
forms, which fosters deep, profound meditations and true relaxation

Highlights Include:
Cape Town
We begin our journey
in the unique urban
geography of Cape
Town with a visit to
the top of Table
Mountain, one of the 7
new natural wonders
of nature.

of mind, body and spirit. One can let go into the enormity of the inner
and outer landscape and experience the mystical nature of the land
and animals. This Afican Dreamtime is difficult to describe and needs
rather be experienced.
Entering into the African Dreamtime triggers a radical dissolution of
the separate mind and an awakening of inner silence, unity and
interconnectedness with the web of life. This is one of the great gifts
that Mother Africa offers to visitors from the Western world. Those
that come for this experience are brought to an inner core of stillness
and reconnected with something ancient and primeval within
themselves. 		
This journey is designed to give you a wide variety of experiences
and a deep immersion into your connection with the land, nature
spirits, and the wild African animals.

At over 260 million years old, Table Mountain is one of the oldest
mountains in the world. Held in this nurturing and revitalizing energy
we’ll explore the chakras of the Cape Peninsula with a hike in the
mountains to ancient caves and burial sites, a journey to Cape Point,
and a visit to the penguin colony at Boulders Beach.

Johannesburg
A short overnight stay in the vibrant city of Johannesburg, a melting
pot of many races and cultures. An opportunity to visit the Origins
Centre and to shop in the local neighbourhoods and african market.
The Origins Centre is a world-class
museum that explores and celebrates
the history of modern humankind. It
tells the story of the humanity's emergence in southern Africa, and the world.
The museum offers visitors a unique
experience of Africa’s rich, complex
heritage. South Africa plays a pivotal
role for all of Africa—and for the planet.

Mpumalanga

White Lions

From the urban we head northeast to Mpumalanga province - the
place where the sun rises. Here we are able to relax into the majesty
and oneness of the natural world and meet with the animal kingdom.
Our first stop is a visit to the quaint village of Kaapsehoop, and some
of its sacred sites nearby.

We have the privilege of
spending two nights on the
sacred land of Tsau, home to
the White Lions of Timbavati.

We spend two nights at a bush lodge where we’ll have the
opportunity to walk, swim, circle and have time to prepare for our
entry into and communication with the animal kingdom.

This rare opportunity gives a
first hand experience of these
extraordinary sacred animals
in their natural habitat.

⫸⫸ We’ll walk and picnic in the bushveld—an introduction to

To sleep on sacred white lion
land, fully engulfed in the
transmission of their presence
is a unique experience not to
be missed.

opening to the land and the animals of Africa

⫸⫸ Opportunities to relax, meditate and acclimate
⫸⫸ Wildlife Nature walks in the ancient woodlands
The Kruger National Park
,The Kruger National Park is one of the world’s greatest natural
wonders, dedicated to protecting and preserving the wildlife in their
naural habitat
Its high density of wild animals includes lions, leopard, elephant,
rhino and buffalo as well as many smaller mammals, reptiles and
birds. Here we deepen our immersion into the animal kingdom as we
have the rare opportunity to walk with experienced rangers in the
wild. This gives us the
opportunity to learn
about tracking, and to
absorb our senses into
the tastes, sounds and
sights of the wilderness
up close.
Our camp is the Rhino
Walking Safari camp.

“If you have ever thought of going to South Africa, this is the
way to go. Go with the gals Victoria and Ruth who both live,
love and know this land and its inhabitants... I promise, there
will be no regrets!

”

—Kelly Flook, California USA

Blyde River Canyon—Victoria’s African Home
Our final three nights will be spent at the foot of the Blyde River
Canyon, the third largest canyon in the world. Our lodge is in a
wildlife conservancy with a view towards the Blyde Canyon. We’ll
explore both the top and bottom of the canyon and have time to
relax as well as shop at the local shops and markets.
Many of the sites
we visit lie on the
Nilotic meridian,
a ley line that
runs through the
length of Africa,
connecting many
sacred sites from
the Giza plateau
to those in
Southern Africa.

We will take in the exquisite natural beauty
of the canyon in two ways:
⫸⫸ Drive along the rim of the canyon and gaze and meditate at a
scenic lookout called “The Three Rondavels”, which offers
spectacular views—and some authentic, local curio shopping.

⫸⫸ Enjoy a peaceful private boat ride on the dam, where we will
see breathtaking waterfalls, landscapes and extraordinary natural
rock formations.

Animal Communication
As we awaken, many of us find that we begin to experience the gift of
inter-species communication and there is no better way to enhance
this capacity than to spend time in close proximity with wildlife.

We will also have an opportunity to meditate together in the
profound energies of the sacred mountain, Modimole, which
translates as “God is here” in the local Shangaan language. This
mountain gives a
powerful transmission
The African nature transformed me very
of primordial earth
gently. By observing the harmony, respect, energy and can lift
one’s meditation and
flow and playfulness of the bushveld, I
conscious awareness
remembered how to be natural again.... I
to new heights.
now feel that daily life is a great safari,
Modimole is situated
leading me on adventure and unfolding
directly on the Nilotic
meridian, know as the
its teachings in each moment.
"River of Gold" .
			— Violetta, Switzerland

“

”

As we meet the
animals, we will each
have an opportunity
to explore and
enhance our own
innate capacity for
the profound
experience of
inter-connection
with all species.
African animals are
under duress at this
time due to human insensitivity, greed and encroachment; therefore
conservation is one of the issues that comes into focus when we visit
this part of the world.

Our Co-Facilitators

Victoria More

Ruth Underwood

Victoria currently resides in Limpopo
Province, South Africa where she feels
extremely blesses to live immersed in the
exquisite beauty and dynamic ceative
wisdom of the South African bushveld at
the base of the Nilotic Meridian.

Ruth Underwood is a mystic and retreat
facilitator who spent her early years living in
mostly rural settings in Uganda and South
Africa where her deep sense of connection to
the soul of Africa was formed

A mystic and spiritual guide, who radiantly
embodies the qualities of the self-realized
heart as pure emanation of presence, she
ignites in and for others an exceptionally
powerful field of transformation.
She offers teleconference gatherings and private mentoring to spiritual
seekers worldwide with guided meditations into the depth of stillness
within, lively contemporary spiritual discourse and a creative, heartcentered approach to egoic integration..
www.emanationofpresence.org

She has spent most of her career workingwith
non-profits in South Africa, is a yoga and
meditation teacher, offers counseling and
processing techniques, and holds a deep
space of oneness for others on their journey.
She has a particular connection with the Nilotic meridian and all the sites
along it and on these retreats, shares her love of the heart of Mother Africa
and her mysteries.
Ruth and has travelled to and led journeys to a number sacred sites
around the world, and she has a particular connection with the Nilotic
meridian in Africa and all the sites along it.

www.mysticalplaces.org

Logistics and Registration

“I have seen a herd of
elephant traveling
through dense native
forests...pacing along
as if they had an appointment at the end of
the world"
— Isak Dinesen

The cost for the entire trip, which includes all transport/flights in South Africa, lodging, food and transfers, and does not include international airfare, beverages and personal items (such as laundry, phone
calls, etc.), is $7,200, double occupancy for Cape Town and Mpumalanga or $5,600, Mpumalanga only .
If you feel called to join us for this journey of a lifetime, please complete the online registration form
and mail or pay online your non-refundable, non-transferable deposit of $1,000. The deposit can be
paid via check or PayPal.
If you are interested but have questions, please contact Victoria at victoria@emanationofpresence.org
or Ruth at ruth@mysticalplaces.org.
Please send checks to:
Victoria More
Emanation of Presence
223 N Guadalupe St #250
Santa Fe, NM 87501
The deposit due date to ensure your space is June 12, 2017
The balance of $6,200 or $4,600 can be paid in increments with the balance due in full no later than
August 22,, 2017.

Our lovely band of companions can expect food and accommodations to vary from place to place.
Most places are quite comfortable with a wide range of food choices, others are simpler. You'll find
South Africa is charming, authentic and natural. We try to accommodate special diets when possible but cannot guarantee this everywhere. We ask you to travel lightly with only one medium-sized
suitcase, weighing no more than 44 pounds, to meet our domestic flight checkin bag limitation. We
are traveling in the early Spring and can expect moderate warm-to-hot weather with chance of
showers during daytime and cooler at night.
After we receive your registration and deposit, we will send you further information about what to
bring and other details.

Please Note:
⫸⫸ Because the Kruger Park is considered a malaria area, we recommend consulting your physician
or health practitioner about taking precautions, which can be homeopathic or allopathic.

⫸⫸ To attend the retreat you will be required to purchase travel medical insurance, including
“medical evacuation” insurance with a minimum deductible of $100,000 USD. (This can typically be
purchased for approximately $100 USD.)

⫸⫸ Due to the nature of our walking safari, this journey is limited to 8 people. A medium level of
fitness is required for the hike and walking safari.

Flights
Retreat participants are responsible for booking their own air travel to South Africa and need to
arrive at Cape Town International Airport no later than September 26, 2017 or Johannesburg International Airport (JNB) no later than September 29, 2017.

“There are no words that can express this trip to Mother Africa. It truly needs to be experienced; It
was pure magic! The sights were breathtaking, the people were kind and gracious and Mother Africa
was in her pure spiritual glory. Ruth and Victoria were hands down the best guides to make this such
a memorable and educational experience. Their knowledge, kindness, and true concern for
everyone in the group makes it top notch. I normally would not repeat a trip I've already done but I
would definitely do this trip again and only if Victoria and Ruth are leading it.

”

—Tammy, CA

Itinerary

Awakening Your African Soul
Cape Town & MPUMALANga PROVINCE Sept/Oct 2017
						
Cape Town
Day 01			Tuesday September 26						
Arrive in Cape Town by midday. You will be collected at the airport and transferred to our hotel, the
Clarendon Bantry Bay which has breathtaking views of the Atlantic Ocean, sumptuous breakfasts and
afternoon teas. Welcome dinner in the evening at our hotel.
Day 02 			
Wednesday September 27
Visit Table Mountain, one of the seven natural wonders of the world by cable car. Lunch is on your own
after the visit with the afternoon to rest, shop or visit Kirstenbosch Gardens. Dinner at a local restaurant..
Overnight at Clarendon Bantry Bay.
Day 03 			
Thursday September 28 			
Exploring the Pathways of the Sun is a wonderful morning discovering the sacred space and fauna and
flora in the mountains of Cape Town – a hike to Ascension and Burial Caves. Late lunch and afternoon
to relax. Dinner at local restaurant.
Overnight at Clarendon Bantry Bay.
Day 04
		
Friday September 29		
Peninsular Tour of Cape Town which includes the Cape of Good Hope Nature Reserve, Cape Point,
Simonstown and Boulders Beach Penguin Colony. Arrive back at our hotel late afternoon. Dinner at our
hotel. Overnight at Clarendon Bantry Bay.
Those not joining us in Cape Town will arrive in Johannesburg on this day, be met at the airport and
taken to the Parkwood Boutique Hotel for a restful evening.
Johannesburg
Day 05 			
Saturday September 30
Early morning flight from Cape Town to Johannesburg where we book into our boutique hotel in the
Rosebank area. We circle as a group, with an optional visit to the Origins Centre and shopping. Lunch
on own. Circle and dinner at our hotel. Overnight at Parkwood Boutique Hotel

Mpumalanga
Day 06			
Sunday October 01
Depart Johannesburg early for the province of Mpumalanga. We visit the quaint village of Kaapsehoop
and explore sacred sites in the area. Arrive at Tomjachu Bush Lodge late afternoon.
All Meals and Overnight at Tomjachu Bush Lodge
Day 07
		
Monday October 02
Late morning guided bush walk where we’ll have the opportunity to prepare for our animal encounters
and communication with various antelope, zebra and giraffe. Picnic lunch and then walk back to our
accommodation for an afternoon to swim, circle and relax.
All Meals and Overnight at Tomjachu Bush Lodge
Day 08 			
Tuesday October 03
Depart for the Kruger National Park, Rhino Post Lodge where we will spend our first night. After driving
through the park (snack lunch on own), and reaching our destination, we’ll have a late afternoon game
drive followed by dinner.
Dinner and overnight at Rhino Post Lodge
Day 09
		
Wednesday October 04
After an early morning game drive and brunch, we transfer across to the Rhino Walking Safaris Camp
where we will stay in African explorer style luxury tents, each with en-suite shower. From here we go on
walks and drives with 2 highly experienced trail rangers.
There will also be an opportunity to spend the night under the stars on the Sleep Out Decks, if you wish.
.All meals and overnight at Rhino Walking Safaris Camp.
Day 10			Thursday October 05				
Kruger National Park, Rhino Walking Safaris camp – early morning and evening walks and game drives
with rangers. Time to relax in the middle of the day.
All meals and overnight at Rhino Walking Safaris Camp
Day 11			
Friday October 06
Early morning game walk followed by breakfast. Depart Rhino Safari camp, and drive through Kruger
National Park to Tsau, home of the White Lions of Timbavati. We will meet for a briefing and then
depart for lion monitoring. Dinner back at Unicorn camp.
All meals and overnight at Tsau

Day 12			
Saturday October 07
Early morning lion monitoring and back to camp for breakfast. Time to circle and relax, before lunch
and a guided walk to the crystal Star Lion. Early evening lion monitoring and dinner back at camp.
All meals and overnight at Tsau
Day 13
		
Sunday October 08			
Early morning lion monitoring and back to camp for breakfast. Late morning departure for lunch and
check into the Khaya Ndlovu Manor House. Afternoon to settle in and relax. Dinner at Manor House.
Dinner and overnight at Khaya Ndlovu Manor House
Day 14
		
Monday October 09			
After breakfast we take a tour to the top of the Blyde River Canyon to meditate, returning for lunch at a
restaurant overlooking the canyon, where there will also be shopping opportunities. Afternoon to relax
and dinner at the Manor House.
Dinner and overnight at Khaya Ndlovu Manor House
Day 15
		
Tuesday October 10			
Morning exploring at the bottom of the Blyde River Canyon with a boat ride and walk to a waterfall.
Return for a late lunch and closing circle.
Final farewell dinner.
Dinner and overnight at Khaya Ndlovu Manor House
Day 16
		
Wednesday October 11			
After breakfast, we have a late morning departure to the local Hoedspruit airport and our flight to
Johannesburg airport, arriving JNB at 3pm.
Arrive Johannesburg OR Tambo International Airport late day, for evening departure flights back to USA
and Europe..
Access our online registration here.
Make your online deposit here.
For questions about the trip, please contact: Victoria or Ruth.

